Coastal and inland vessels serve the important task of connecting goods to remote and interior parts of a country which are otherwise unreachable for the large ocean carriers. They are an efficient and cost effective mode of transport which contribute to reducing the overall cost as well as carbon footprints of the value chain of transport. Maintaining quality and health of coastal and inland vessels is, therefore, of vital significance to most countries around the world. We, at IRClass, ensure that your fleet is up to standard throughout its life cycle so as to service you optimally for long periods.

Coastal and Inland vessels need application of Rules specially carved to the practical requirements of these carriers which are built over years of experience together with trade considerations. IRClass Rules for Inland Waterways and Coastal Ships are an outcome of a combination of both and are applied through our experienced surveyors who assist you in understanding and applying them.
IRCLASS undertakes the classification of inland and coastal vessels, including dredgers, ferries, tugs, cargo vessels and other utility crafts operating in the rivers, estuaries and along the coast. Apart from freight sector, IRCLASS provides services to tourism, defense, dredging and other infrastructure sectors. To assist our clients, IRCLASS has an Indian network of 20 offices covering the entire coastline.

New Construction at Shipyards
- Approval of plans
- Surveys at the yard
- Inspection of components
- Witnesses tests & trials

Existing Ships
- Design Appraisal
- Periodical survey and certification
- Transfer of Class / Flag Survey

Statutory Service
- Statutory design appraisal Surveys and certification on behalf of Government of India for compliance with Notification for Construction, Survey, Certification, and operation of

- River-Sea Vessels
- Indian Coastal Vessels
- Survey and Certification on behalf of state authorities and maritime boards towards certification of inland vessels.

Specifications
IRCLASS offers specification services to vessel owners, to assist them from concept/basic design to delivery, ensuring business needs are met. Our clientele include Inland waterway Authority of India, Dredging Corporation of India, paramilitary forces and Ports.

For any queries, please contact us at
Phone: +91 22 30519446/71199446
Email: sbpm@irclass.org
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